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This article discusses forcible rape defense, including how to defend against false accusation
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Article Body:
Forcible rape and attempted forcible rape between people who know each other, either casually

The reasons for the accusations vary as do the situation, the character and personality of the

Sometimes in younger women the issue of sex is still very delicate and the accusation comes af

Sometimes the mental stability of the alleged victim is a major factor in making an accusation

And, quite frankly, men are often too driven by their sexual desires to be careful in their ju
Also, often times ˆno means no˜ to a woman.

A man can easily interpret ˆno˜ as ˆyes.˜

He thi

In a rape defense it is important for the lawyer to understand all of the circumstances of the

The more you can show that the woman gave off all of the signals of a willing participant, the
The defendant´s character for not being sexually aggressive can be important.

It is admissibl

Your attorney must be prepared to contest the medical evidence if the alleged victim went to a
The research shows that micro-abrasions don´t mean anything negative. They are as consistent
Date rape accusations aren´t just limited to younger people.

It happens throughout the age sp

If the accusation comes out of a relationship breakup, look carefully at the mental history of

As part of your investigation, look for prior instances of credibility problems on the part of

In any rape or attempted rape accusation you must find the motive of the alleged victim to lie
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